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The Commission’s 2021 Statistics Show Section 337 Trending Upward
The ITC’s year-end statistics show the highest number of Section 337 complaints and active investigations in Commission history, a continued 
increase in actions addressing non-patent claims, and more respondents in each investigation.  Also revealed are interesting changes in the rate of 
settlement, the number of investigations completed on the merits, the number of issued General Exclusion Orders, and the technologies at issue.
(Prepared by Jieun Lee, Associate, Crowell & Moring, LLP)

The Commission Affirms, with Modifications, Initial Determination finding Section 337 Violation for Trade Secret Misappropriation Premised 
In-Part On Default Sanctions

The Commission affirms ID finding a trade secret misappropriation Section 337 violation and issues 26-year GEO covering downstream products 
and CDOs after respondent corporate entities were found in default for spoliation.
(Prepared by Sean M. Wesp and Juan J. Garcia, Associates, Adduci, Mastriani & Schaumberg LLP)

Commissioners Espouse Different Views on the “Mere Importer” Test for the Economic Prong of Domestic Industry 
The Commission vacated an ID granting summary determination with respect to the economic prong of the domestic industry requirement; 
Commissioners Schmidtlein and Karpel dissented, arguing that the Complainant’s domestic industry activities should be viewed as a whole and not 
with the Majority’s line-by-line approach when considering whether the Complaint is a “mere importer.
(Prepared by Adam R. Hess, Partner, Squire Patton Boggs (US) LLP)

Commission Finds Violation and Affirms No Indefiniteness Where Previous IPR Declaration Undermined Respondents Indefiniteness Positions 
The Commission determined that there was a violation based on the asserted ’915 patent and confirmed that respondents’ previous inter partes review 
declaration supported a finding that the ’915 patent was not invalid as indefinite.
(Prepared by Libbie DiMarco, Associate, Wolf Greenfield)

Denied: Complainant’s Motion for Partial Summary Determination on FRAND and Public Interest Defenses
ALJ Shaw denied Complainant Philips’ motion for summary determination on Respondents’ FRAND and public interest related defenses, finding 
that there existed genuine issues of material fact including whether Philips negotiated in bad faith and whether respondents were willing licensees.
(Prepared by Li Guo, Associate, Steptoe & Johnson)

CALJ Bullock Grants-in-part Motion for Summary Determination Finding Violation of Section 337 and Recommends Issuing a GEO in 
Trademark and Design Patent Dispute

CALJ Bullock issued an Initial Determination (“ID”) granting-in-part Complainants’ motion for summary determination that Defaulting 
Respondents violated Section 337 by infringing one or more asserted trademarks and/or design patents, and his Recommended Determination 
(“RD”) recommended that the Commission issue a General Exclusion Order (“GEO”).
(Prepared by Brendan F. McLaughlin, Associate, Ropes & Gray LLP)

October – November at the Commission:

New Investigations or Ancillaries: 4

Terminations: 5

Complaints Pending Institution: 2

Total New Investigations for 2021: 50

Initial Determination issued in: 1211, 1220, 1221, 1223, 1224, 
1226, 1230 (Confidential); 1209, 1211, 1218, 1221, 1223 
(Public)

Commission Opinions Issued in: 1166, 1167, 1186, 1196, 
1200, 1237 (Confidential); 1166, 1186, 1196, 1199, 1237 
(Public)

OUII Complaint Activity: Heavy

CAFC opinions: None
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Summary:  The ITC’s newly-released year-end statistics for Section 337 actions in fiscal year 2021 evidence strong 
growth in unfair import actions.  In addition to the greater number of cases, the Commission has been instituting 
a broader range of IP disputes, as well as entertaining cases with a larger number of respondents.  The rocket docket 
is busier than ever.  

This year marked the highest number of new complaints and ancillary proceedings in the Commission’s history 
with 82—a 58% increase from last year’s 52 such complaints and procedings, and double the number 15 years 
ago.  The number of active investigations increased as well, with a new record high of 135 active investigations—a 
13% increase from last year’s 120.  Although this year’s increase is not as substantial as those in 2010-2011 (a 25% 
increase from 103 to 129—causing the Commission to add courtrooms and ALJs) and 2015-2016 (a 33% increase 
from 88 to 117), the new record high number of 135 active investigations is notable.

One factor affecting the increase in the number of Section 337 actions appears to be the rise in cases addressing 
non-patent claims.  In 2010-2015, the average number of investigations of unfair acts beyond patents was a little 
over 9, but in 2016-2021 that average increased by more than 70% to a little over 16.  In particular, the number of 
investigations solely pertaining to trade secret misappropriation almost doubled from 5 in 2020 to 9 in 2021—the 
highest it has ever been.  This demonstrates companies further utilizing the ITC as a trusted forum to adjudicate 
IP disputes beyond just those involving patents.

Another noteworthy trend is the number of respondents in each investigation: Since 2015, when investigations 
with 5 respondents or less were the majority (69% in 2015), there has been a shift as the number of investigations 
with 6 or more respondents has gradually increased to become the majority with 58% in 2020.  

Additionally, while the trend for the past five years has been a gradual decrease in the settlement rate, that rate 
increased back up to 49% in 2021.  As a result of the increase in settlements, the number of investigations that 
were completed on the merits proportionally decreased by half from 35 in 2020 to 18 in 2021.  The average time 
for all investigations also decreased by 3.5 months from 15.3 months in 2020 to 11.8 months in 2021, likely 
reflecting pretrial resolutions.  With the smaller number of investigations completed on the merits, the number of 
issued General Exclusion Orders (“GEO”) decreased in 2021; but when viewed in 5-year increments, the number 
of GEOs issued has increased—from 3.6 in 2012-2016 to 5.4 in 2017-2021.  One hypothesis for the rise in 
settlements would be parties’ preference to minimize costs and uncertainties during the first year of the COVID-19 
pandemic. 

The Commission has also seen a change in the technologies accused in new filings.  While there was no change in 
the most popular type of technology being computer and telecommunications products, the percent increase for 
that category is noteworthy from 25% to 40% this year.  Interestingly, while cases dealing with pharmaceuticals 
and medical devices have been the second most prevalent technology since 2016, this year they ranked third, 
down from 18% to 8%, with consumer electronics rising into second, from 9% to 18% of all 2021 cases.  It 
will be interesting to see whether this trend continues or if the Commission reverts back to investigating more 
pharmaceuticals and medical devices next year.    

Overall, important trends emerge from the Commission’s Section 337 statistics for 2021, most clearly that more 
and more litigants are looking to the ITC to resolve their IP disputes.

(Prepared by Jieun Lee, Associate, Crowell & Moring, LLP)

The Commission’s 2021 Statistics Show Section 337 Trending Upward
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Summary:  On October 29, 2021, the Commission affirmed an ID finding a Section 337 violation for trade 
secret misappropriation and issued remedial orders for a duration of twenty-six (26) years.  The remedial 
orders included a GEO covering articles, downstream products, and components “made with” and “using” 
the asserted trade secrets.  Likewise, the Commission issued similarly long CDOs.  The remedial orders 
were directed against the Bellsing respondents (defaulted corporate entities due to spoliation) and Mr. Li 
(corporate officer of the Bellsing defaults).

First, the Commission rejected Respondents’ joint remedy briefing as to the Bellsing respondents because 
they had defaulted. However, the Commission stated certain situations may warrant accepting remedy 
briefing from defaulting respondents and retained discretion to do so. As to Respondents’ joint petition 
for review, the Commission rejected Respondents’ sanctions-related due process arguments for at least two 
reasons: (1) the respondents had failed to petition for review the prior sanctions ID and (2) the defaulting 
respondents repeatedly engaged in misconduct.  As a result, both the ALJ and Commission determined 
lesser sanctions were not appropriate.

Next, the Commission found the importation requirement satisfied for the individual respondent, Mr. 
Li.  The Commission used a number of criteria to find Mr. Li was an importer including his  active and 
personal involvement in the theft and use of the trade secrets, significant interactions with U.S. customers 
and sellers, majority ownership of Shenzhen Bellsing, and high-level role in developing sale strategy in the 
U.S., which showed he was “sufficiently involved” in sale and importation. As to Mr. Li’s trade secret use/
disclosure, the Commission found Mr. Li waived the issue because he failed to petition the ID’s findings, 
and the undisputed evidence (although circumstantial) satisfied complainant’s burden showing Mr. Li 
used/disclosed the trade secrets. Finally, the Commission rejected Respondents’ international comity and 
collateral estoppel arguments based on Chinese Court proceedings finding the trade secrets were not valid.  
The Commission rejected these arguments because they were not raised before the ALJ and, nevertheless, 
held that respondents failed to meet their burden with respect to either comity or collateral estoppel.

As to GEO scope, the Commission found complainant showed Respondents were colluding with 
downstream manufacturers to conceal origin and circumvent orders, warranting relief extending to 
downstream products and components. As to 26-year duration, the Commission credited complainant’s 
expert testimony over Respondents’ declaration (a Bellsing employee and former complainant employee) 
because he was not signed onto the PO, could not directly address complainant’s expert report, and was 
unqualified to offer testimony concerning development times.  The Commission found it was important 
that the declarant had previously testified that he did not have detailed knowledge, was “more of a 
theoretician,” and was not “concerned with exactly how the machines” perform.

(Prepared by Sean M. Wesp and Juan J. Garcia, Associates, Adduci, Mastriani & Schaumberg LLP)

The Commission Affirms, with Modifications, Initial Determination finding Section 337 Violation for Trade 
Secret Misappropriation Premised In-Part On Default Sanctions

In the Matter of CERTAIN BALANCED ARMATURE DEVICES, PRODUCTS CONTAINING SAME, AND 
COMPONENTS THEREOF, Inv. No. 337-TA-1186, Commission Opinion (Oct. 29, 2021)

Before the Commission
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Summary:  On October 28, 2021, the Commission vacated the Chief Administrative Law Judge’s (“Chief ALJ”) 
Initial Determination (“ID”) granting in part the Complainant’s motion for summary determination of a violation 
of Section 337 against the defaulting Respondents. The Commission determined that genuine issues of material 
fact remained as to whether the Complainant satisfied the economic prong of the domestic industry requirement. 
The Commission remanded the investigation for further proceedings. 

The Commission instituted the present investigation on April 16, 2020 based on a complaint filed by Complainant 
EMD Serono, Inc. The complaint alleged violation of section 337 based on the importation into the United States 
of certain gray market products. On September 1, 2020, the Chief ALJ issued an ID finding Respondents FastIVF 
and Hermes Eczanesi (the “Defaulting Respondents”) in default. On December 2, 2020, the Complainant filed 
a motion for summary determination of a violation of section 337 by the Defaulting Respondents. On April 16, 
2021, the Chief ALJ issued an ID granting in part the motion for summary determination and recommending the 
Commission issue a GEO. 

On May 18, 2021, the Commission determined to review the ID with respect to the economic prong of the domestic 
industry requirement and sought briefing on several questions, including “whether the Complainant’s asserted 
domestic industry differs from that of a mere importer.” Under Commission precedent, when a complainant’s 
domestic industry products are manufactured overseas and imported into the United States, it is appropriate to 
consider whether the complainant is a “mere importer” that does not qualify for protection under section 337.

The Complainant and the Commission Investigative Attorney submitted responses to the Commission’s questions, 
asserting that the Complainant’s domestic activities are more than those of a mere importer. The Defaulting 
Respondents did not submit responses to the Commission’s questions and no party opposed the Complainant’s 
assertions.

The Commission closely examined the Complainant’s evidence in support of the economic prong of the domestic 
industry requirement. The Commission found that many of Complainant’s investments are those of a mere 
importer and do not qualify as expenditures in support of a domestic industry. The Commission also found that 
the ID lacked meaningful contextual analysis as to whether the Complainant’s expenditures qualify as substantial 
under section 337(a)(3)(C). The Commission, therefore, vacated the ID and remanded the investigation for further 
development of the domestic industry issues.

Commissioners Schmidtlein and Karpel filed dissenting views.  They explained that they would have affirmed the 
Chief ALJ’s ID on modified grounds, and notably took issue with the Majority’s “line-by-line” approach to the 
“mere importer” test. In their view, the Majority’s approach improperly excludes certain expenditures from the 
domestic industry calculation regardless of how significant or substantial those expenditures were, simply because 
a “mere importer” might also engage in the same activities. In their view, the Commission should consider the 
complainant’s domestics activities as a whole when determining whether the complainant is a “mere importer.” 
Using that approach, they determined that the Complainant’s expenditures were substantial.

(Prepared by Adam R. Hess, Partner, Squire Patton Boggs (US) LLP)

Commissioners Espouse Different Views on the “Mere Importer” Test for the Economic Prong of  
Domestic Industry

In the Matter of CERTAIN IN VITRO FERTILIZATION PRODUCTS, COMPONENTS THEREOF, AND 
PRODUCTS CONTAINING THE SAME, Inv. No. 337-TA-1196, Commission Opinion and Dissenting Views 
(Oct. 28, 2021)

Before the Commission
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Summary:  On October 19, 2021, the Commission issued its opinion affirming the ALJ’s finding of a 
violation based on two asserted patents—the ’915 and ’123 patents—and also affirming the ALJ’s finding 
of no violation based on the asserted ’238 patent.  On remedy, the Commission determined to issue LEOs 
with a certification provision and also determined to issue CDOs against two of three respondents.    

During claim construction proceedings, respondents argued that the term “electrical energy source” in 
independent claim 1 of the ’915 patent was indefinite.  On January 6, 2021, ALJ Cheney construed 
the term “electrical energy source” finding that the term was not indefinite and construing the term to 
mean “receptacle that provides for transmission of electrical current from the power source to the heating 
member.” ALJ Cheney issued an FID on May 14, 2021, incorporating his prior analysis and construction 
of “electrical energy source” and finding that the term is not indefinite.  

In his claim construction order, incorporated into the FID, ALJ Cheney found that the ’915 patent’s 
specification established that “electrical energy source” was not indefinite.  ALJ Cheney also found that 
the respondents’ indefiniteness arguments were inconsistent with positions respondents had previously 
taken in an inter partes review (“IPR”) proceeding, where respondents included an expert declaration that 
specifically explained the meaning of “electrical energy source.”  Further, respondents incorporated by 
reference that IPR declaration into their invalidity contentions in the investigation.    

On review, the Commission affirmed ALJ Cheney’s finding that the term “electrical energy source” is not 
indefinite.  The Commission first determined that ALJ Cheney’s findings were supported by the intrinsic 
record, including numerous teachings from the ’915 specification relating to and providing “boundaries 
for the term ‘electrical energy source.’”  The Commission agreed that the IPR declaration “further supports 
the ALJ’s findings” because the expert both explained the meaning of the term as used in the ’915 patent 
and testified that the term had a plain and ordinary meaning to a POSA.  

On remedy, the Commission determined to issue CDOs against respondents Philip Morris USA and ACS 
but not against respondent PMP.  As to Philip Morris USA, the Commission determined that a CDO 
was warranted because Philip Morris USA “maintains a commercially significant inventory of Accused 
Products in the United States.”  In a footnote, Commissioner Schmidtlein reiterated her view that “the 
presence of some infringing domestic inventory or domestic operations, regardless of its commercial 
significance, provides a basis to issue a CDO.”  As to ACS, the Commission determined that a CDO was 
appropriate based on ACS’s “significant domestic operations” that could undercut the remedy provided 
by an exclusion order.  ACS’s significant domestic operations included being the exclusive licensee for the 
importation, distribution, and sale of certain Accused Products and being “an affiliate of Philips Morris 
USA, which has commercially significant inventory of the Accused Products.”

(Prepared by Libbie DiMarco, Associate, Wolf Greenfield)

Commission Finds Violation and Affirms No Indefiniteness Where Previous IPR Declaration Undermined 
Respondents Indefiniteness Positions

In the Matter of CERTAIN TOBACCO HEATING ARTICLES AND COMPONENTS THEREOF, Inv. No. 337-
TA-1199, Commission Opinion (Oct. 19, 2021)

Before the Commission
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Summary:  The asserted patents in this Investigation were standard essential patents (“SEPs”) 
under standards from ETSI.  Certain affirmative defenses raised by Respondents, such as implied or 
express license, breach of contract, equitable estoppel, patent misuse, lack of standing, and public 
interest, were based on Complainant Philips’ alleged failure to abide by its alleged obligation to 
license its SEPs on fair, reasonable and non-discriminatory (“FRAND”) terms.  Philips moved for 
partial summary determination that those affirmative defenses failed. 

Philips argued that the ITC lacked authority to consider FRAND related defenses and its FRAND 
commitments did not preclude it from seeking relief from the ITC.  Additionally, Philips argued 
that those affirmative defenses failed for the independent reason that Philips had lived up to its 
ETSI-related obligations, by engaging in good-faith negotiations with Respondents and repeatedly 
making FRAND licensing offers to Respondents.  Philips argued that as a member of ETSI, it was 
obligated to simply negotiate a FRAND license in good faith with potential licensees, but was not 
required to grant such a license.  

Respondents’ opposition first stated the affirmative defenses at issue were recognized by the ITC 
as bars to exclusion orders.  It was the failure to negotiate in good faith and the failure to grant a 
license to willing licensees that precluded Philips from obtaining an exclusion order.  Respondents 
further argued that because of those failures, Philips breached its ETSI obligations, which further 
barred it from seeking an exclusion order.  At a minimum, Respondents argued that there were 
genuine issues of material fact barring summary determination, including Philips’ “bad faith” and 
each Respondent’s status as a “willing” or “unwilling” licensee.  Staff also opposed Philips’ motion.  

ALJ Shaw denied Philips’ motion for summary determination, finding that there were genuine 
issues of material fact concerning (1) Philips’ interactions with respondents including whether 
Philips negotiated in bad faith; and (2) whether respondents are willing licensees.

(Prepared by Li Guo, Associate, Steptoe & Johnson)

Denied: Complainant’s Motion for Partial Summary Determination on FRAND and Public Interest Defenses

In the Matter of CERTAIN UMTS AND LTE CELLULAR COMMUNICATION MODULES AND PRODUCTS 
CONTAINING THE SAME, Inv. No. 337-TA-1240, Order No. 11 (Sept. 29, 2021)

Before ALJ Shaw
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Summary:  On April 8, 2021, Hydro Flask Steel Technology, LLC d/b/a Hydro Flask and Helen of 
Troy Limited (collectively, “Hydro Flask”) filed a motion for summary determination of violation 
by all Defaulting Respondents.  Hydro Flask argued that the Defaulting Respondents violated 
Section 337 by importing vacuum insulated flasks that infringe asserted trademarks and/or design 
patents.  Staff filed a response in support of Hydro Flask’s motion.

On September 3, 2021, CALJ Bullock issued an ID granting-in-part Hydro Flask’s motion.  He 
found that each of the Defaulting Respondents infringed at least one of Hydro Flask’s trademarks 
or design patents and that Hydro Flask satisfied the domestic industry requirement.  But the CALJ 
did not find a violation of Section 337 with respect to all Defaulting Respondents—for three of 
the thirteen Defaulting Respondents, the CALJ found that “the evidence presented by Hydro 
Flask is insufficient to establish that the importation requirement is met.”

After finding ten of the Defaulting Respondents violated Section 337, the CALJ’s RD recommended 
issuing a GEO and an LEO.  The CALJ found a GEO appropriate because (1) it is necessary to 
prevent circumvention of an exclusion order limited to products of named Respondents, and (2) 
there is a widespread pattern of violation of Section 337 and it is difficult to identify the source of 
infringing products.  

First, the CALJ found a GEO necessary to prevent circumvention of an LEO because Hydro 
Flask identified “tens of thousands” of infringing sales on the Internet through various online 
marketplaces, making it difficult to identify the source of infringing products.  Further, the CALJ 
found that Defaulting Respondents could easily circumvent an LEO through deceptive business 
practices, “such as changing their storefront name, providing a false address, or masking their 
identity.”  Second, the CALJ found a widespread pattern of violation because manufacturers and 
sellers concealed the source of the infringing goods through online marketplaces, and that despite 
Hydro Flask’s extensive enforcement activities, infringement continues.

On October 21, 2021, the Commission determined to review-in-part the ID with respect to its 
domestic industry finding, which it ultimately affirmed.

(Prepared by Brendan F. McLaughlin, Associate, Ropes & Gray LLP)

CALJ Bullock Grants-in-part Motion for Summary Determination Finding Violation of Section 337 and 
Recommends Issuing a GEO in Trademark and Design Patent Dispute

In the Matter of CERTAIN VACUUM INSULATED FLASKS AND COMPONENTS THEREOF, Inv. No. 337-
TA-1216, Order No. 24 (Pub. Version, Sept. 23, 2021)

Before Chief ALJ Bullock
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